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High Tech Industries in the U.S. Economy
The high technology sector is being targeted by economic developers and local
leaders for growth and workforce planning. But with no official industrial definition in the
North American Industrial Classification System, developing a standardized, researchbased approach definition for high-tech is an important tool for analysts and decision
makers across the country. Often high-tech definitions are restricted to occupational
analyses. An industrial classification definition lends itself to
commonly used economic development and job creation metrics
such as economic multipliers and associated analytical tools. While
such a definition is not an official NAICS classification, it provides a
way to compare high-tech to the official sectors in terms of the
relative importance of this growing sector and its influence on the
rest of the economy.
The most influential research and analysis on developing a high technology
industrial taxonomy was published in the July 2005 Monthly Labor Review by Daniel
Hecker of the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, titled “High-technology employment: a
NAICS-based update.”
Hecker’s approach to calculating concentrations of high-tech occupations among
four-digit NAICS industry sectors was adopted to an extent. But rather than using the
National Science Foundation’s occupational scheme, this effort endorsed the Science,
Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) official occupations. The effort focused on
the first subdomain of the Standard Occupation Classification Policy Committee STEM
occupation list – life and physical science, engineering, mathematics and information
technology – and the fourth subdomain of health occupations. These two subdomains
are the strongest, most comprehensive list available that best represent high-tech
occupations. This list of occupations was the basis of the concentration of occupations
within the NAICS categories.
After reviewing the national average concentrations of STEM jobs across all
industry sectors, a concentration level of 2.5 times the national average was identified
as producing a robust list of industries without being overly cumbersome. Two industry
categories were removed based on further research. The 9991-Federal Executive
Branch was removed as the designation is primarily used as an Occupational
Employment Statistics designation, and further state research on the 5511Management of Companies and Enterprises industry suggests this industry would not
be collectively reflective of the high-tech sector across all 50 states. A total of 46 four
digit industries comprise the final list (see graphic on next page).
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Further research will compare the new taxonomy to the taxonomy developed by
Hecker, develop an instructional guide for analyzing high-tech taxonomies of smaller
geographies which may have structural differences than the national averages and
support a white paper comparing the high-tech industries of all 50 states. Other
research projects are planned subject to available funding.
This research effort is funded by the Workforce Information Council. The Workforce Information Council is a
partnership between the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, state employment statistics agency representatives
and other federal agencies, working together to plan, guide and oversee the nationwide workforce
information system.

Workforce Information Council, December 2013
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
High technology generates over one fifth of all covered jobs nationally, but those
paychecks account for more than 28 percent of earnings. As significant as this economic
component already is, its impact will only increase. By 2022 high-tech occupations will
increase more than 63 percent faster than all occupations. Only 10 of these 161
occupations have median annual wages below the national median for all occupations.
Two categories were established. STEM Core focused on life and physical science,
engineering, mathematics and information technology, and STEM Health Care focused
on health occupations. The health occupations make up a slightly larger portion of the
high-tech picture than the others. They also account for the largest portion of projected
growth, both nominally and rate of growth, most likely because of the aging population’s
increasing demand on health care. But what occupations in life and physical science,
engineering, math and information technology lack in employment and growth is certainly
made up in wages. National average earnings per worker in these occupations were just
under $93,000 in 2012.
State rankings vary based on the statistic being compared, but well known high-tech
states like California and Washington perform well in most comparisons.

INTRODUCTION TO RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Creating a unified high-tech taxonomy that allows comparisons at the national and state
levels was the foremost goal of this research. Using the first and four sub domains of the
Standard Occupation Classification Policy Committee’s recommendation to the Office of
Management and Budget for defining science, technology, engineer and mathematics, or
STEM, occupations1 – with a similar methodology to Daniel Hecker’s approach to
measure high-tech employment in 2005 – resulted in a revised high-tech industry
taxonomy. This taxonomy lists all industries that have at least 2.5 times the average
concentration in either STEM Core or STEM Health Care occupations.
While all the highlighted occupations and industries are high-tech by this definition, this
research determined the data would be better analyzed separately in the STEM Core and
STEM Health Care categories, which are based on the two chosen subdomains of
occupations on the STEM occupation list. There were enough differences in earnings and
employment to make this comparison valuable.
A further discussion on the methodology used in this paper including a comparison to
Hecker’s work is in Appendix 1.

1

http://www.bls.gov/soc/Attachment_A_STEM.pdf
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NATIONAL
Covered high-tech industry employment made up over 20 percent of all industry
employment in 2012. In terms of the nation’s total payroll though, high-tech industries
pay out more than their share – totaling 28 percent of the country’s earnings. This
translates to an earning’s per worker of $68,429 – 39 percent higher than the national
average of $49,289.
When looking only at occupations though, high-tech employment is only 11.7 percent of
the total. This underscores the number of support occupations within some of the hightech industries.
Using the Bureau of Labor Statistics Employment Projections program as the data source
for occupations data has the added benefit of being able to look at projected growth.
High-tech employment in the U.S. is projected to increase 17.5 percent – 63 percent
faster than all occupations, by 2022.
High-tech wages tend to be higher than the wages found elsewhere with only 10 of the
161 making less than the national median of $34,750. With higher wages though come
higher education requirements. Over 93 percent of all high-tech occupations require a
post- secondary degree or certificate. The ratio for all occupations is a little over 32
percent.

INDUSTRY
STEM Core industries make up a little over 8 percent of the U.S. total covered
employment in 2012. In terms of total earnings however, STEM Core industries make up
a much larger portion of the national picture with almost 16 percent – just about double
their percentage of the total covered employment.
STEM Health Care industries make up a larger portion of national covered employment at
12 percent of the total. Unlike STEM Core industries though, their earnings per worker
average is only 4.2 percent higher than the national average. So while STEM Core
industry’s percent of the nation’s total earnings is more than double its percentage of
covered employment, STEM Health Care industries are roughly the same at 12.5 percent.

STEM Core Industries
STEM Core industries employed almost 11 million workers in 2012 with computer
systems design and related services accounting for the largest share at 1.6 million jobs.
Two other industries had over a million jobs, and together the three made up almost 38
percent all STEM Core industry employment. Pipeline transportation of crude oil had the
lowest employment at fewer than 9,300.
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It was no surprise that the industries with the most employment also had the most total
wages. However, there was some shuffling at the bottom of the list as pipeline
transportation of crude oil moved above satellite telecommunications. The latter was the
only industry to have less than a billion dollars in total earnings in 2012.
.

While total earnings are important, earnings per worker underscore the value of these
industries. Pipeline transportation of crude oil moved from the bottom in the previous
rankings to fourth earnings per worker at over $120,000 a year. Two other industries
involved in energy production ranked in the top five as well, and oil and gas extraction
was highest at $155,061 per worker. Electrical equipment manufacturing ranked at the
bottom. But its $65,098 average wage was more than 32 percent higher than the
national average covered wage.

The High-Tech Industrial and Occupational Cluster
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For full tables of all industries, see Appendix 2.

STEM Health Care Industries
STEM Health Care industries had over 40 percent more jobs at 15.8 million with four
industries having over a million covered jobs each. General medical and surgical
hospitals claimed the most employment at over 5.5 million. By itself, general medical and
surgical hospitals made up over a third of the total STEM Health Care industry covered
employment. Medical and diagnostic laboratories and psychiatric and substance abuse
hospitals have the least employment nationwide at around 236,000 a piece.

Total earnings follow total employment. General medical and surgical hospitals top the
list with over $312 billion in covered wages and psychiatric and substance abuse
hospitals are at the bottom with $10 billion.
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But the rankings change considerably for earnings per worker. Physician offices top the
list by a wide margin at $80,000 per worker. The next industry, a residual category for
hospitals not categorized elsewhere, was under $59,000 per worker, over $20,000 less.
At the bottom were nursing care facilities and home health care services. They were
notably below health and personal care stores. Overall, six STEM Health Care industries
had per worker earnings below the national average.
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OCCUPATION
Nationally STEM Core high-tech occupations included 8.4 million jobs, about 2.6 million
fewer than the STEM Core industries employed. STEM Core high-tech occupations are
projected to add a little over 1 million jobs by 2022, a 13 percent increase compared to
the 11 percent increase, or 15.6 million jobs, for all occupations.
STEM Health Care occupations covered 8.6 million jobs in the United States, just over
half the number employed by STEM Health Care industries. The difference between the
occupation and industry totals is greater for in the STEM Health Care category because of
the much larger number of supporting occupations that are not high-tech. Projected
growth for STEM Health Care high-tech occupations, though, is much higher. By 2022 the
Bureau of Labor Statistics estimates an additional 1.9 million STEM Health Care
occupation jobs, a 22 percent increase that is double the all-occupation growth rate.

STEM Core Occupations
The top four STEM Core occupations by employment involve computers, the stereotype of
high-tech. Application software developers are the most prevalent at 613,000 jobs in
2012. Mathematical technicians and a residual math sciences occupational category
were at the bottom with 1,900 jobs apiece.

The same four computer occupations are projected to add the most jobs by 2022 – just
over 460,000 jobs between them. Not all STEM Core occupations are projecting growth,
though. Four occupations are expected to decline, and two more should remain flat.
Mechanical drafters, industrial engineering technicians, forest and conservation
technicians and a residual biological science category should all decline by around 6,900
total.
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Forty-three STEM Core occupations are projected to have a higher growth rate than all
occupations, and information security analyst stands above the rest with a projected
growth of 36.5 percent over the decade – almost 10 percentage points above the next
fastest occupation, biomedical engineers at 26.8 percent.
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The majority of STEM Core occupations have wages that significantly exceed the national
average. Only two – agriculture and food science technicians and forest and
conservation technicians – had annual median wages lower than the national median of
$34,750 for all occupations. Ten occupations led by petroleum engineers had annual
median wages above $100,000. Engineering occupations made up five of the top 10
STEM Core occupations by median wage.

It is no surprise that the majority of high-tech occupations require a bachelor’s degree or
higher. An estimated 6.6 million STEM Core occupational jobs – 78 percent – have a
typical entry-level education requirement of no less than a bachelor’s degree. Only 22
percent of all occupations have that requirement. These same occupations are also
making up the lion’s share of projected growth – 83 percent or just over 1 million new
jobs by 2022.

For a look at all occupations in STEM Core, see Appendix 3.
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STEM Health Care Occupations
Registered nurses are by far the most prevalent STEM Health Care occupation. At 2.7
million jobs in 2012, they accounted for 31.4 percent of all STEM Health Care
occupational employment. Licensed practical and vocational nurses were the second
most common occupation, pushing the proportion of all nurses to almost 40 percent of
the STEM Health Care total. Prosthodontists were the fewest in number at 400 in 2012.

Unlike STEM Core occupations, which had a few professions projecting declines or flat
growth into 2022, all STEM Health Care occupations will increase. Registered and license
practical nurses had the highest growth rate at 710,000 jobs, or 28 percent of all STEM
Health Care occupational growth. Four occupations are projected to grow by less than a
thousand jobs with prosthodontists the smallest at 100.
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While nurses are certainly growing by the largest numbers, they are not growing at the
fastest rate. Two occupations, diagnostic medical sonographers and genetic counselors,
are estimated to grow over 40 percent by 2022. Fifty-eight of the 64 occupations
included in STEM Health Care are projected to grow faster than the all-occupation rate of
11 percent.

Wages for STEM Health Care occupations were a mixed bag. Seven professions had
median wages of over $187,999 – the highest number the Bureau of Labor Statistics
publishes. No STEM Core occupation had a median wage at that level. There were nine
more STEM Health Care occupations with median wages over $100,000. At the same
time, eight STEM Health Care occupations had median wages below the all occupation
median of $34,750 while only two STEM Core occupations fell into that category. The five
occupations with the lowest wages were all technicians for a variety of disciplines.

The High-Tech Industrial and Occupational Cluster
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While education is still an important requirement for STEM Health Care occupations – 94
percent require a degree or postsecondary award – 43 percent of the jobs required an
associate degree while 27 percent typically required a master’s degree or higher. About 8
percent required a bachelor’s degree. Only about 4 percent of all occupations require a
master’s degree or higher.
STEM Health Care occupations that typically require an associate’s degree are estimated
to have the most total growth by 2022, but those requiring master’s degrees are
increasing at the fastest rate of 28 percent.

For a look at all occupations in STEM Health Care, see Appendix 4.

STATE COMPARISON
Comparing statewide differences in high-tech employment demonstrates the effect of
geography and population. Data from the U.S. Census Bureau’s Quarterly Workforce
Indicators were used for the comparison, which has some limitations that are explained
in Appendix 1.

STEM Core
Share of total STEM Core employment generally follows total population. California had
the lion’s share of STEM Core employment at almost 15 percent2. Texas followed at 10
percent. New York, which falls next on the list, only had 5.7 percent of the total STEM
Core employment. At the bottom were predominantly rural states like Wyoming and the
Dakotas, which had the proportion of STEM Core employment at 0.2 percent.

2

Threestates(California,LouisianaandNewMexico)didnothavefourthquarterdataavailable–
fourthquarter2012wassubstitutedinthecalculationofannualaverages.
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As a percentage of a state’s total employment, the District of Columbia had the highest
concentration at 14.1 percent in STEM Core industries. Washington and Virginia ranked
next, with almost 13 percent apiece. Sixteen states had more than the average
concentration of STEM Core employment of 8.4 percent. Nevada ranked at the bottom
with 4 percent.
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The past decade has been tough on employment in most areas of the country and in
most industries. This period includes a robust expansion followed by one of the worst
recessions since the Great Depression. STEM Core industries employment on average
dropped 0.3 percent between 2002 and 20123. North Dakota with its well-known growth
surrounding natural resources development ranked at the top with over 40 percent
growth. Alaska and Utah followed at almost 30 percent growth.
Many areas of the country have not fully recovered from the effects of the Great
Recession, and 24 states’ STEM Core industries recorded employment declines over the
decade. Delaware had by far the steepest decline at 21.1 percent. This was over 6
percentage points greater than Connecticut’s 14.9 percent decline. Maine, New Jersey,
Michigan and Kansas also had losses greater than 10 percent.

The overall composition of state employment also changed during this decade. On
average, STEM Core industries made up 2.6 percent less of the states’ total employment
in 2012 than they did in 2002. Seventeen states bucked the trend, though, with
increases in STEM Core employment concentration. Alaska, South Carolina, and Utah
had their relative employment in STEM Core industries grow by more than 10 percent.
Seven states led by Delaware saw their relative STEM Core employment decrease by
more than 10 percent.

3

Fourstates(Arizona,Arkansas,MississippiandNewHampshire)andtheDistrictofColumbiadonot
have2002dataavailablewithintheQuarterlyWorkforceIndicators.
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The average earnings per worker in STEM Core industries in 2012 were over $92,000.
Eight states did even better, coming in at more than $100,000 per worker. California
topped this list at $114,500 per worker. South Dakota was at the bottom with $57,400
in earnings per worker – almost $5,000 per worker less the next state, Arkansas.

The High-Tech Industrial and Occupational Cluster
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There was a range in earnings per worker depending on region, but one thing was
common – STEM Core industry averages were always higher than the all-industry
average. Overall, earnings per worker were 88 percent higher than the all-industry
averages. Washington, California and Alaska came out on top – their averages were
double the all-industry average. It is important that these states also had quite high allindustry earnings ranging from $55,800 in California to $51,700 in Texas. This ranked
all three in the top 10 in terms of the all-industry averages. The two areas with the
highest all-industry earnings per worker, the District of Columbia and New York, ranked at
the bottom in relative earnings per worker. But even then, the STEM Core industry
averages were still between 40.5 and 52.3 percent higher.

The majority of workers in STEM Core industries were male, averaging 65.8 percent.
Wyoming had the highest concentration at 75 percent. No state has a majority of female
workers, but the District of Columbia was the closest at 43.4 percent.
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Workers in STEM Core industries were slightly more concentrated in the middle age
groups than for all industries. STEM Core industries only had 5.5 percent of their
employment under 25 while all industries had over 13 percent. This was likely because
of the large percentage of jobs requiring at least a four-year degree. The majority of
workers for STEM Core industries, almost 48 percent, were 25 to 44.

The District of Columbia had the youngest STEM Core employment with 64 percent under
45. Utah was close behind at 63 percent, and North Dakota was at 60 percent. The
Northeast had the oldest STEM Core workforce. Delaware, New Hampshire, Connecticut,
Vermont and Maine all had 56 percent of their STEM Core workforces 45 or older.
A listing of employment by age groups for all available states and complete tables on all
statistics researched are at Appendix 5.
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STEM Health Care
The populous states of California, Texas, New York, Florida and Pennsylvania made up
the largest portion of STEM Health Care employment. Wyoming and Alaska had the least
employment at 0.2 percent.

The range among the states in employment concentration of STEM Health Care
industries was not as great, running from Nevada at 8.3 percent to West Virginia at 15.5
percent. The average for all areas was 12 percent. Only five states were under 10
percent in 2012.
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STEM Health Care industries had a much stronger decade than STEM Core industries.
Their average growth was almost 25 percent compared to the overall decline in STEM
Core industries. This is the result of growth in health care as the nation ages. Every state
recorded increases in STEM Health Care employment.
Delaware saw the biggest change between the two high-tech categories – a nation-worst
23 percent decline in STEM Core employment to STEM Health Care employment more
than doubling over the decade to lead all states. Five other states – Idaho, Utah, Texas,
New Mexico and Alaska – had more than 30 percent increases in their STEM Health Care
industry employment. Vermont saw the least growth at 7 percent.
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STEM Health Care employment concentration also grew faster than all other industries in
every area but one. The STEM Health Care concentration increased an average of 14
percent between 2002 and 2012. Delaware, where STEM Health Care employment more
than doubled, saw its concentration jump 54 percent. Three more states – New Mexico,
Michigan and Alaska – had changes in excess of 20 percent. The only state where STEM
Health Care industry employment concentration declined was North Dakota.
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STEM Health Care industry earnings were not as strong as STEM Core, although in the
majority of states they were higher than the all-industry average. The average earnings
per worker in STEM Health Care industries was $51,300 in 2012, slightly more than half
of what it was for STEM Core industries. The District of Columbia and California topped
the list, but D.C. was almost $13,000 higher than California. Alabama and Idaho were
last at around $42,000.
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South Dakota’s average earnings per STEM Health Care industry workers were 133.3
percent above the all-industry average. Hawaii and Nevada were the only other states
with STEM Health Care earnings at least 30 percent higher than the all-industry
averages. Six states had STEM Health Care earnings below their average for all
industries. Those state all were in the top 10 for highest average earnings per worker for
all industries.

The gender of workers in STEM Health Care industries was greatly skewed toward
women, who held more than 77 percent of the jobs. Sixteen states led by Iowa had more
than 80 percent of their STEM Health Care industry jobs held by women. Utah and the
District of Columbia employed the most men, but only at 29 percent of their STEM Health
Care totals.
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The age of employees in STEM Health Care industries more closely mirrors the allindustry averages than the STEM Core industries, but the STEM Health Care industries
had noticeably lower employment under 25 at 9.2 percent, over four percentage points
below the all-industry percentage. That underscored the requirements for postsecondary
education. Utah again has the youngest workforce at just over 66 percent under 45. No
other state had more than 60 percent of its STEM Health Care workforce in that age
group. The Northeast again had the oldest workers. Maine, Vermont and New Hampshire
recorded more than 50 percent of their STEM Health Care workers 45 or older. Montana,
which had a rather young STEM Core labor force, had 49 percent of its STEM Health Care
workers 45 or older.

A full listing of employment by age groups for all available states and
complete tables on all statistics researched are at Appendix 6.
The High-Tech Industrial and Occupational Cluster
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APPENDIX 1
METHODOLOGY
In the July 2005 Bureau of Labor Statistics Monthly Labor Review, Daniel Hecker4
studied different methods used to define the high-tech industry. In his paper, he
advocated using the concentration of high-tech occupations within industries. This
approach was adopted as the basic framework for the taxonomy in this paper.
Hecker’s approach to calculating concentrations of high-tech occupations among NAICS
industry sectors used the National Science Foundation’s occupational scheme to define
high-tech. Since the publication in 2005, this occupation list has changed little. In light of
this, this research looked into other definitions of high-tech occupations. After further
review and discussion, two of the four subdomains in the Standard Occupation
Classification Policy Committee list of occupations in Science, Technology, Engineering
and Mathematics (STEM) fit best. The first subdomain focused on life and physical
science, engineering, mathematics and information technology. The fourth subdomain
focused on health occupations. These two subdomains provide the strongest, most
comprehensive description of high-tech occupations and were the basis of the
occupation concentrations within the NAICS categories.
Dalton Terrell with the Bureau of Labor Statistics used the most current industry staffing
patterns to calculate concentrations of high-tech occupations among four-digit NAICS
industry sectors. After reviewing the national average concentrations of STEM jobs across
all industry sectors, a concentration level of 2.5 times the national average for either
subdomain was identified as producing a robust list of industries without being overly
cumbersome. Three industry categories were removed based on further research. In
keeping with the tradition of a nonfarm approach to looking at employment, industries in
NAICS 11 -Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting were excluded. The NAICS 9991 Federal Executive Branch was also excluded since it is primarily used as an Occupational
Employment Statistics designation. Further state research indicated NAICS 5511Management of Companies and Enterprises would not reflect the high-tech sector across
all 50 states. A total of 46 four-digit industries comprise the final list.

COMPARISON TO HECKER’S LIST
Using a different occupation list as the basis for analysis, differences were expected
between the industry taxonomy developed by this research and the one developed by
Daniel Hecker in 2005. Surprisingly, with the exception of two, all of the STEM Core
industries appeared on Hecker’s list. Likewise, all of Hecker’s Level I and all but two
Level II industries, which represent the industries with the highest concentrations of hightech employment, appear on the updated taxonomy. The two Level II industries that do
not appear on the new list are in 11 -Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting.
4

“HighͲtechnologyemployment:aNAICSͲbasedupdate.”
www.bls.gov/opub/mlr/2005/07/art6full.pdf
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The major difference occurs with the STEM Health Care industries. Hecker’s occupation
list did not include health care occupations so none of the industries identified in this
research appeared on the previous list.
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INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT DATA
This paper uses two main sources of data for industry employment: the Bureau of Labor
Statistics Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages and the U.S. Census Bureau’s
Quarterly Workforce Indicators.
Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages data were used to look at national high-tech
employment and wages. Coming from each state’s unemployment tax files, these data
are the most accurate available although they are not without issues. Industry miscoding
of specific companies can lead to errors in the data. This data source is also not a time
series so growth over time cannot be analyzed.
To identify state-specific differences in high-tech employment, the U.S. Census Bureau’s
Quarterly Workforce Indicators were used. This data set uses some of the same base
data – state unemployment tax files – but adds demographic data. The program also
converts the data into a time series so comparisons over time can be analyzed. The
dataset however uses synthetic data to keep respondent level data confidential.
While more comparisons between the states and the nation could be developed using
the same dataset, issues within each program make that impossible. In the case of the
Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages, confidentiality requirements at the state
level bar many states from publishing industry data at the four-digit level. In fact, for
2012 no state’s data include all of the STEM Core industries. Similarly, the Quarterly
Workforce Indicators dataset is provided only at the state level. There is no national
rollup. In addition, not all states participate in the Census program, and some that do
participate do not have data reaching back a decade.
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APPENDIX 2 - NATIONAL STEM CORE INDUSTRIES
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APPENDIX 3 - NATIONAL STEM CORE OCCUPATIONS (1)
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APPENDIX 3 - NATIONAL STEM CORE OCCUPATIONS (2)
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APPENDIX 3 - NATIONAL STEM CORE OCCUPATIONS (3)
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APPENDIX 3 - NATIONAL STEM CORE OCCUPATIONS (4)
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Pacific Northwest High Technology
Taxonomy Comparison
In developing the new national high technology industry taxonomy, the question of
possible regional difference arose. This paper explores how a state’s specific
employment patterns differ from the national picture and how this could lead to a
different, and possibly more exact, definition of high-tech industries for a region.
Using the same methodology used for the national high-tech taxonomy, Washington,
Oregon1 and Idaho analyzed each of their state’s specific staffing patterns and
developed their own high-tech industry taxonomies. While the majority of industries for
each state were on the national list, several unique industries were identified as hightech, providing an interesting look at the specific geographic employment differences in
the Pacific Northwest.

NATIONAL COMPARISON
Of the 46 industries in the national high-tech taxonomy, three were not present or did
not meet the threshold for inclusion in the Pacific Northwest analysis. These industries
were 2111 Oil and Gas Extraction, 5174 Satellite Telecommunications and 5211
Monetary Authorities-Central Bank.
At the same time, 27 industries were common to all three states and the nation. NAICS
54 Professional, Scientific and Technical Services sector was the only sector where all
national high-tech industries were also defined as high-tech in the Pacific Northwest.
Every STEM Health Care industry in the national taxonomy except for one was common
both nationally and regionally. That exception was 6223 Specialty Hospitals (other than
Psychiatric and Substance Abuse Hospitals), was not present in Washington.
It addition, 5511 Management of Companies and Enterprises and 9991 Federal
Executive Branch (OES Designation) were not included in the national high-tech industry
taxonomy. Both did meet the threshold requirements for all three states and the nation,
but further research2 led to both being dropped from the national taxonomy.
While the majority of the industries defined as high-tech in the Pacific Northwest were
also defined as high-tech nationally, there were some that were unique to the region,
and their calculation in state taxonomies shows that regional differences in employment
do occur among industries.

1

Oregonhadtomodifythemethodologyduetoanissuewithstaffingpatterns–seethe
Methodologysectionformoredetails.
2
SeetheMethodologysectioninTheHighͲTechIndustrialandOccupationalCluster:Nationaland
StateComparisons
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IDAHO
The smallest of the three Pacific Northwest states in terms of population and
employment, Idaho had the fewest high-tech industries at 39. The majority of the state’s
high-tech industries were in health care.
Of those 39, eight were not on the national list, and only one, the Occupational
Employment Statistic designated 9992 State Government, was on neighboring
Washington’s list. Idaho was also the only state to have a unique industry in STEM
Health Care. NAICS 4812 Nonscheduled Air Transportation had an employment
concentration of STEM Health Care occupations higher than the national concentration.

OREGON
Oregon is the second largest state in the Pacific Northwest in terms of employment and
population and had the second most high-tech industries at 46. The majority of hightech industries were in the manufacturing sector and health care.
Oregon had nine industries that did not appear in the national taxonomy. While Idaho
only shared one unique industry with a neighboring state, Oregon shared two. The
residual industries 3339 Other General Purpose Machinery Manufacturing and 3359
Other Electrical Equipment and Component Manufacturing were defined as high-tech in
Oregon and Washington. Also, unlike Idaho, Oregon’s unique industries were not as
widespread with the majority in manufacturing.
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WASHINGTON
As the largest state in the region, Washington had the most high-tech industries at 48.
Like Oregon, the majority were in manufacturing and health care. Washington also
included most of the information sector industries in the national taxonomy, excepting
only 5174 Satellite Telecommunication.
Washington also had the largest number of unique industries at 11. Again, the largest
group were in manufacturing, but the state also had two unique mining industries and
two unique administrative support and waste management industries.
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USING STATEWIDE CONCENTRATION LEVEL
To get a truer picture of a state’s high-tech employment, each state’s analysts applied
that state’s average concentration ratios. But that method of defining a state’s high-tech
taxonomy created comparison problems with other states. Idaho’s taxonomy remained
unchanged using the statewide ratios because its concentration levels were similar to
national concentrations. Oregon was similar except for the addition of 2373 Highway,
Street, and Bridge Construction. This was caused by the wider threshold given the
state’s slightly lower high-tech employment concentration than the nation.
Washington, on the other hand, had a much higher concentration of high-tech
employment in its STEM Core industries at 8.92 percent – two percentage points
greater than the national concentration of 6.28 percent. This is magnified when holding
the high-tech industry threshold to two and half times the average industry
concentration. Using this method, Washington went from 37 high-tech industries to 25.
While this more specific high-tech list can be valuable to a state, it essentially penalizes
states with higher high-tech occupation employment in comparisons with other states
and regions having lower high-tech concentrations.
This effect, however, was only noticeable in Washington for STEM Core industries. STEM
Health Care taxonomies remained unchanged regardless of the method used.

METHODOLOGY
Each state followed the methodology developed in the recent High-Tech Industrial and
Occupational Cluster: National and State Comparisons paper. Using Occupational
Employment Statistics staffing patterns as the data set, concentration levels by fourdigit NAICS industry were calculated for STEM Core and STEM Health Care occupations.
As in the national effort, the occupations where analyzed separately. Then, the national
concentration ratios of 15.175 percent for STEM Core and 15.7 percent for STEM
Health Care were used as the threshold for high-tech industries. All industries with
higher concentration ratios were included in the states’ taxonomies.

Note on Oregon’s Data
Due to data enriching that the Oregon Employment Department uses on its staffing
patterns, some inconsistencies in data limited comparability among the states. Most
notably, Oregon only had access to its 2010 staffing patterns while Washington and
Idaho used 2012 staffing patterns. This problem was magnified by the SOC code
change from 2011 and 2012. The 2012 staffing patterns were the first to fully use the
2010 Standard Occupation Classification system. There were additional issues because
the occupation taxonomies for STEM Core and STEM Health Care were developed using
SOC 2010 codes. Specifically, the 2010 SOC codes break out postsecondary educators
into fields while the previous codes combined them. To avoid over inflating Oregon’s
statistics, the analyst removed the nine postsecondary occupations. Further research
with more comparable data sets could be worthwhile.
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How to Create a State-Specific
High Technology Industry
Taxonomy
Creating a state-specific high technology taxonomy is a straightforward process in
three basic steps. However, there were several methodological decisions made by
the Workforce Information Council’s High-Tech Study Committee in creating the
national High-Tech Industry Taxonomy1 that should be considered. This
information is included in the Notes section at the end of this document.

Step 1: Obtain and Prepare the Required Data Sets


The SOC Policy Council’s recommendations to the Office of Management
and Budget for Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics
occupations2.



The state’s Occupational Employment Statistics Industry-Occupation
Matrix or Inverse Staffing Pattern counts.

Step 2: Calculate the Concentrations
Calculate the occupation concentrations by industry in the subdomains.

Step 3: Analyze Results
Employment concentrations should be derived keeping each chosen subdomain
separate. This will mitigate the effects of STEM Health Care, which contains health
care occupations, from skewing the average since health care occupations are
heavily concentrated in health care industries. The identified threshold for the
national taxonomy was 2.5 times the subdomains’ average concentrations. All
industries above that threshold should be considered.

Notes
The Workforce Information Council’s High-tech Study Committee used the basic
framework above as the foundation for the national High-Tech Industry Taxonomy.
The committee’s specific procedures are discussed on the next page.


1
2

See High-Tech Industrial and Occupational Cluster: National and State Comparisons
http://www.bls.gov/soc/Attachment_A_STEM.pdf
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The national High-Tech Industry Taxonomy is based on four-digit NAICS
codes. This level of classification provides enough detail to be useful to
many while still having a higher likelihood of containing publicly releasable
employment data.



Industries under NAICS sector 11 Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and
Hunting were not considered. Only three four-digit Industries are classified
in this sector under the OES program, and the committee decided that
removing them would add consistency in keeping with the traditional
nonfarm approach to employment.



Only STEM Core and STEM Health Care of the SOC Policy Council’s
recommendations to the Office of Management and Budget for Science,
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics occupations were included in
the national High-Tech Industry Taxonomy. The committee agreed these
two groups covered a large swath of high-tech occupations without being
overly inclusive.



Three occupations were found in STEM Core and in one of the unused
subdomains. They were 11Ǧ9041 Architectural and Engineering Managers,
17Ǧ3011 Architectural and Civil Drafters and 19Ǧ4099 Life, Physical and
Social Science Technicians, All Other. The research team included these
three occupations under STEM Core only for the purpose of the analysis.



This research endeavor was not designed to discern between industries
that are high-tech users versus those that are high-tech developers.
Rather a smaller subset “STEM Core” and the broader “STEM Healthcare”
taxonomies were developed to be separated or combined if desired by the
user. The STEM Healthcare taxonomy certainly would lean more heavily to
the user than the developer side. Also, in order to more effectively utilize
the industry occupational matrices it was determined by the study group
to not include federal government in the high-tech taxonomy. The federal
government NAICS codes would, in some cases, include high tech
industries.
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If a state wants to compare its regional taxonomy to the national high-tech
industry taxonomy or other regions, the above methods should be imitated to
make the comparisons more accurate. State should also apply the national
concentration cutoffs – 15.175 percent for STEM Core and 15.7 percent for STEM
Health Care – instead of using the regional thresholds, which can penalize areas
with higher high-tech occupation concentrations3. Because of this, even if a state
is not comparing itself to the nation or other states, it may be beneficial to use the
national concentrations.
There are reasons a state may want to stray from this methodology. Changing the
industry detail level can allow a region to more precisely define its high-tech
industries and permit expanded work like economic impact analysis. Similarly,
expanding to include all subdomains may more accurately capture a state’s hightech employment.

High-Technology Taxonomy Study Group
Bob Uhlenkott, Idaho - Study Group Chair • Rebecca Rust, Florida - WIC State Co-Chair • Gary
Crossley - Workforce Information Council Executive Director • Dalton Terrell - Bureau of Labor
Statistics • Andrew Townsend, Idaho - Project Lead • Jill Cuyler, Oregon • Alex Roubinchtein,
Washington • Tonya Lee, Alabama • Bill Anderson, Nevada • Leanndra Copeland, Nevada • Nelse
Grundvig, Wisconsin • Bruce Demay, New Hampshire • Dave Bieneman, Illinois


3

See Pacific Northwest High Technology Taxonomy Comparison
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